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Dusty

Pod and Dusty often talked about new things.

One day, Pod taught Dusty a poem………………
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The SeedThe SeedThe SeedThe Seed

How does it know

this little seed

if it is to grow

to a flower or a weed,

if it is to be

a vine or a shoot,

or grow to a tree

With a long deep root?

A seed is so small

where do you suppose

it stores up all

of the things it knows?
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Pod
Dusty

The poem made Dusty think. It was time he sent 
another message to his robot friends at home in 
the far distant galaxy.

Pod’s poem had helped 
him make up his mind 
about what he was 
going to write in his 
message.

Can you 
guess what 
it might be?
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Dusty decided to explain about seeds 
and how they grow into plants. 

He knew all about sunflowerssunflowerssunflowerssunflowers so he
worked hard planning how he
would write his explanation. 

He already had a titletitletitletitle……….

How do sunflower 
seeds grow into 
sunflowers?
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He’d sorted out his introductionintroductionintroductionintroduction.

Introduction

All plants have seeds. Every seed 

has the beginnings of a new 

plant inside it waiting to grow. 

Have you ever wondered how sunflower 

seeds grow into sunflowers?

How do sunflower 
seeds grow into 
sunflowers?
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If you’ve got a problem

that you can’t explain,

write it in a flow chart

then it’s clear again.

He’d remembered 
Pod’s rhyme.
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If you’ve got a problem

that you can’t explain,

write it in a flow chart

then it’s clear again.

He’d made a flow chartflow chartflow chartflow chart to 
help him keep his ideas in 
the right order.

The flowers die

Seeds fall to 
the ground.

The new plant 
grows taller.

The seeds start 
to grow.

The flowers make 
seeds.
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If you’ve got a problem

that you can’t explain,

write it in a flow chart

then it’s clear again.

Now he was ready 
to write!
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How do sunflower seeds grow into How do sunflower seeds grow into How do sunflower seeds grow into How do sunflower seeds grow into 

sunflowers?sunflowers?sunflowers?sunflowers?

An explanation by Dusty ?
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All plants have seedsseedsseedsseeds.

seeds inside the flower head

sunflower
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Every seed 
has the 
beginnings 
of a new 
plant inside 
it waiting 
to grow.

sunflower seeds

Have you ever wondered how sunflower 
seeds grow into sunflowers?

?
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In the autumn the flowersflowersflowersflowers die. When that happens, 
the seeds are ready to fall from the flower heads 
and make new plants.

flower head
The flowers die
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Birds like to eat 
sunflower seeds. 

They often fly away with them and 
drop them by accident. Seeds fall to 

the ground.
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When seeds are dropped by birds, the seeds fall 
to the ground and they get covered over with soil 
and fallen leaves. 

They stay there all 
through the winter.Sa
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In the spring, the rain makes each 
seed swell.

root

seed case

This causes a rootrootrootroot to grow down 
into the soil.

The seeds start 
to grow.
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Then a shootshootshootshoot begins 
to grow towards 
the light.

It pushes its way 
up through the soil.

seed case

seed leaves

young stem

shoot
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As the new plant grows, it uses 
the food in the seed leavesseed leavesseed leavesseed leaves to 
grow bigger.

seed leaves
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As new, stronger 
leaves grow, they 
make food for the 
plant and this helps 
the new plant grow 
taller.

The new plant 
grows taller.
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The root that 
started off so 
small, grows 
bigger and 
pushes its way 
further into 
the soil.  

Its job is to take water and 
mineralsmineralsmineralsminerals from the soil.
Minerals help the plant 
to grow.

root

root
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By late spring, the 
sunflower plant grows 
a flower budflower budflower budflower bud.

Inside the bud is 
the flowerflowerflowerflower.
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flower

Now the plant is 
taller than a 
person.
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In the summer the 
buds open and we 
see the flowers.

flower

flower bud

The flowers make 
seeds.
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Once the flowers 
open, insects are 
attracted to the 
sunflowers because 
of their brightly 
coloured petalspetalspetalspetals. 

petals
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Insects come looking for nectarnectarnectarnectar which is a sugary 
fluid at the base of the petals.
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While they are looking for nectar to drink, bees and 
other insects bring pollenpollenpollenpollen from other sunflowers.
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Pollen is tiny yellow grains. It sticks to an insect’s 
body and is carried from flower to flower. Pollen is 
important because it will be used to help the flower 
to make seeds that will then grow into new plants.

bee covered in pollen
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Then it’s autumn again. 

The petals have died and the 
flower head is full of seeds.
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The seeds fall to the ground or 
are collected by people.

Some seeds will be put into 
packets and sold in garden 
centres and shops.
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Or a hungry 
little bird will 
come along in 
search of seeds 
to eat …….
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and the whole cycle starts again. 
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The SeedThe SeedThe SeedThe Seed

How does it know

this little seed

if it is to grow

to a flower or a weed,

if it is to be

a vine or a shoot,

or grow to a tree

With a long deep root?

A seed is so small

where do you suppose

it stores up all

of the things it knows?

Then, at the end 
of his message 
he added Pod’s 
poem.
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